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ABOUT THE ASSOCIATION

he RRRA was formed in 2015 as a registered charity to bring together disparate individuals
who were researching Roman roads, and to coordinate a nationwide programme of

consistent and high quality research, promoting the study of Roman roads and Roman heritage
throughout the former Roman province of Britannia. Over the last couple of decades, it has often
been a race against time to discover and record what we can of the 60% of the Roman road
network about which we are still uncertain, since modern agricultural methods and urban
development have been steadily removing surviving features from the landscape. Fortunately,
new technologies such as lidar and geophysical survey have helped enormously and enabled
researchers to identify the remains of hundreds of miles of previously unknown Roman roads,
along with associated Roman sites, and we continue to work to fill the many gaps. Research is
only half the story though, we also have to ensure that the results of our work are readily
available. We aim to:

1. bring together all known information on Roman roads in Britain, summarised in a freely
accessible online interactive gazetteer, hoped to be complete by 2026.

2. identify key sites where important questions remain, and organise fieldwork necessary to
answer those questions. 200 Ha of geophysical survey have been completed, with a further
400 Ha already planned, and several future excavations are currently at the planning stage.

3. encourage the involvement of as many people as possible in our activities. We care
passionately about community archaeology, and will always encourage local people to get
involved in our work, without any charge (unlike some organisations, we will never do this!).

4. make resources available to researchers and other groups, organise events to keep people up
to date with research including online talks & seminars.

5. ensure that all our published work is Open Access, including our quarterly newsletter and
Itinera (following a brief one year members only embargo).

Membership is open to everyone, and our four hundred and seventy or so members come from
a wide variety of backgrounds, ranging from those with just a general interest in our Roman
heritage to professional archaeologists from both the public and commercial sectors, alongside
seasoned Roman roads researchers. The Romans tended to apply their technology uniformly
across the empire, this is especially so for Roman road layout and construction. Consequently we
do not just restrict our interest to Britannia and our membership now includes many
international members. Joining the RRRA gives you the knowledge that your modest
subscription (just £14 a year for a single adult) is helping to support our important work. You
might even get a warm and fuzzy glow.

T



EDITORIAL
ROBERT ENTWISTLE

he publishing of Itinera Volume II is no less an important moment than
that of Volume I: it demonstrates that our journal has arrived

definitively as a point of reference for all transport-related aspects of Roman
archaeology – and that this has been possible in a year dominated by
Pandemic-related lockdowns. As in Volume I, you will find a range of
authoritative and stimulating papers aiming to develop the study and
understanding of everything to do with Roman roads and transport, for

academics and the informed public alike.

In this volume you will find some contributors familiar to you from the last volume, and
other important new ones. We are delighted to have a welcome extension of focus to other
regions of the Roman empire, drawing us beyond a comfortable local perspective. We
publish a lively paper (translated by Mike Bishop) from the Spanish academic and presenter
IsaacMoreno Gallo, who has, single-handedly, donemuch to develop an informed awareness
of Roman roads in his native country. A man of trenchant views, he champions a rational
and rigorous approach not always evident in the past. The perspective he provides has much
in common with that of the UK, while being stimulatingly distinct. Itinera would be most
pleased to host other papers from international contributors, developing an understanding
of roads and transport systems across the empire.

Once again, we have an impressive range to the topics covered in our journal. The
international theme is continued by Bev Knott who considers an aspect of transport that
may be new to many: the likely extent and impact of brigandage and banditry on the roads
across the empire. Closer to home we have a major paper from David Ratledge, who has
become Britain’s leading interpreter of Lidar in terms of Roman roads. He demonstrates the
remarkable degree to which he has been able to extend knowledge of Norfolk’s Roman
roads, filling in gaps on themap. At the other end of the country, our Chairman, Mike Haken,
explores what Lidar is able to reveal for the Stainmore Pass. He investigates how this might
develop understanding of a murky but much-debated topic, the relation of some Roman
roads to Iron-Age predecessors.

Of course, roads are not only a topic of study in their own right but help us develop
understanding of other areas of archaeology and history. Thus Dave Armstrong, who
recently published a book on the Hadrian’s Wall Military Way, contributes a paper that is
likely to become a work of reference in its own right. It explores and sets out the sum of
present knowledge on the network of link roads connecting the Wall to other aspects of
Roman infrastructure in the North, a topic little examined in the past.

Yet another topic is tackled by John Poulter in a paper recording how Roman Long-distance
Alignments came to be suspected, recognised and understood, with worked examples from
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EDITORIAL

across the country. A further paper investigates how such matters could potentially
elucidate aspects of the Claudian Invasion. Finally, and returning us to basics, we have
accounts of road excavations from different ends of the country: the Culver Archaeology
Project in East Sussex, and an excavation supported by NAA (Northern Archaeological
Associates) in Lancashire.

Our section ‘Roman Roads in 2021’ is inevitably impacted by a year in which Covid 19 has
limited much fieldwork, including the work of many local societies. Fortunately, through
our valued local correspondents, we can see that not all the work of investigation ceased.

A new enterprise this year is our introduction of Book Reviews, a feature we hope to
continue and develop in years to come. We are most grateful to Dave Fell and John Poulter
for their contributions on this occasion.

We should not forget that the RRRA is a charity supported only by its own expanding
membership. The dedicated band that makes the production of this journal possible to the
highest professional standards, has done so through generous donation of time and
expertise, whether they be experienced archaeological professionals or knowledgeable
enthusiasts contributing specialist skills, understanding and commitment. This is the group
that make up our Editorial Committee and Advisory Panel (listed at the front of this volume),
and our wider network of supporters and contributors.

Ultimately, of course, we are dependent upon our authors for demonstrating the health and
range of this aspect of Roman archaeology. Our ‘Notes for Contributors’ are readily available
on the Itinera section of the RRRA website, and we encourage all, professional or otherwise,
to submit their papers to us. All contributions will be peer reviewed, and we take great
pleasure in publishing all that can pass that test. We look forward to your contributions for
our next volume.

Robert Entwistle

Hon Editor, Itinera

itinera@romanroads.org
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HADRIAN'SWALL LINK ROADS

BY DAVE ARMSTRONG
dave.armstrong@romanroads.org

ABSTRACT

Most modern maps of Hadrian’s wall show the major Roman roads that ran parallel to it with through
routes to the north and south. What is not revealed are the numerous link roads. The forts of Hadrian’s
Wall were intensely garrisoned with a thriving local vicus alongside. Military personnel and civilians
would be in constant movement close to them, travelling on their business to and fro in what would be
a very busy bustling landscape. This paper seeks to record all the evidence, further developed with
some speculation, for roads local to the forts across the full length of the Wall that would be serving the
needs of the military communication and logistical routes as well as supporting a civil economy. This
draws on a review of previous research and excavation while also gathering in more recently sourced
evidence from new technology such as lidar to show that most if not all the forts were well connected
with their hinterland on both sides of the Wall.

INTRODUCTION

adrian’s Wall has been subjected to a great deal of research over many years. The nature
of the Roman features, their role in the operation of the frontier and relative dating is

well established (e.g. Breeze, 2019, 61). While roads and communications often get a general
mention in descriptions, this can be cursory with no great detail or analysis that underplays
the importance of these in the way the frontier operated (e.g. ibid, 95). Some works do try to
consider the associated road network and draw implications on the operation of themilitary
surveillance (authoritatively by Bidwell & Holbrook, 1989, 137-8 & 150–3, Bidwell & Snape,
1994, 256 - 9 and Hodgson, 2009, 13-20). Inevitably, with our incomplete knowledge of the
network, this incurs a number of perceptions and implies assumptions. New roads around
Hadrian’s Wall are being discovered particularly through the deployment of lidar which
may help to give a more confident assessment of how the frontier operated. However,
inevitably, our knowledge of the road network is still incomplete (e.g. the anticipated
eastern extension of the Stanegate from Corbridge). An additional factor is the way the
network may have developed as operation of the frontier changed to meet emerging threat

© Dave Armstrong 2021, published by the Roman Roads Research Association
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vectors and evolution of the military organisations. The roads we now recognise may not
have all been contemporary with each other.

Viewing the countryside around Hadrian’s Wall, as we see it now as rural, peaceable and
sparsely populated, it is easy to underestimate the scale of activity that would have been
associated with the Roman occupation. As the frontier of the empire it was intensely
garrisoned, which would have necessitated much logistical support to enable it to function
as intended. Here would also be dependant families of the military personnel and traders
that would be seeking profit by providing goods to this relatively well-paid population.
Details of how this logistics and trading would have been achieved has not been confirmed.
An insight comes from some of the aspects on the Vindolanda writing tablets, admittedly
predating the Wall frontier, but the road network must have been a key component for
successful operation.

THE FRONTIER

The layout of the frontier and its supporting forts etc is well established, running from
Wallsend in the east to Bowness on Solway in the west (Figure 1a & 1b) with a continuing
series of forts and other watch stations continuing down the Cumbrian coast. Two major
hubs, at Corbridge and Carlisle, supported the frontier garrisons that were linked back into
the province by major roads, Dere Street RR8 in the east and RR7 in the west. Both of these
roads passed through Hadrian’s Wall continuing north out of the province. Also running up
to theWall area was Cade’s Road RR80b through Yorkshire and County Durham to Newcastle
with the Maiden Way RR84 through Cumbria to Carvoran. RR75 linked from Cumbria to the
western end of Hadrian’s Wall at Carlisle and other roads emanated elsewhere to the north
from the Wall. A branch from Cade’s Road some miles south of Newcastle linked to the fort
on the mouth of the river Tyne at South Shields via RR809, the Wrekendyke. Running
parallel to theWall from Kirkbride in the west to at least Corbridge near the eastern end, and
probably pre-dating it as a frontier zone (Hodgson, 2000, 11-22) was the Stanegate RR85.
Immediately to the rear of the Wall was the Military Way RR86 linking together the forts,
milecastles and turrets. (Armstrong, 2021b)

ROLE OF THE STANEGATE ANDMILITARYWAY

Detailed analysis of the functionality and operation of the road network, in the context of
the current understanding, has been well described as above.

Like most big infrastructure projects, the design of Hadrian’s Wall evolved during
construction entailingmodifications to the structures and their intended operation. Initially
the Wall was designed to be a continuous curtain supported by a small fortified gateway, a
milecastle, every mile and also two watchtowers, turrets, between milecastles. The
Stanegate, RR85a & b, running almost parallel to the Wall but some distance to the south
between Corbridge and Carlisle with a westwards extension, RR85c(x) to Kirkbride, had
garrisoned forts placed along its length seemingly to support and perhaps provide the
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garrison to the Wall. It is unclear if at this time the road was a fully engineered Roman road
or if it was simply an improved trackway (Poulter, 1998, 55). The initial Wall design relied on
the Stanegate forts to support the Wall giving the capability of deploying major military
force to and beyond theWall when or if required (Collingwood, 1921, 9). Roads or other ways
would be needed to facilitate this anticipated traffic.

When construction had been underway for a short time a decision was taken to move the
garrisons up to the Wall necessitating the construction of forts on the Wall. This often
resulted in the demolition of previous Wall construction at that point (Breeze, 2019, 74–78).
Communication back to the Stanegate would seem to have become less crucial, other than
for logistics and other traffic, as many of the Stanegate forts had been decommissioned
when their garrisons moved forward to Wall forts.

The arrangement to the east of Corbridge where there is no known Stanegate route with
forts is even more problematic. Maybe if there was no equivalent Stanegate road with
garrisoned forts, this weakness was a factor in the decision to add the forts to the Wall to
man it adequately – or maybe it is our lack of knowledge of the full road network that is
clouding our understanding.

What we can draw from this is that to support the Wall with troop movements, the initial
design must have included workable access and communication, probably by roads between
the Stanegate and the Wall. Indeed, the major construction works associated with the Wall
may have included a subsidiary task to consolidate the road network such as the Stanegate
and it may have been at this time that engineered roads were constructed.

On our current level of knowledge, it appears that the communication and logistical route
provided by the Stanegate to the rear of Hadrian’s Wall is not present east of Corbridge. The
discovery of an early, single period fort at Washingwells (Casey and Howard, 2010, 133-7) ‘to
the west of Gateshead on the south bank of the Tyne has prompted the suggestion (Hodgson,
2009, 17) that the sought after Stanegate road may be on the south side of the Tyne. This
could have been from a continuation of the known Stanegate road at Corbridge to Bywell,
there crossing the Tyne or branched from Dere Street either near the bridgehead at
Corbridge or perhaps from Ebchester further south. No evidence of such a road or further
forts has been found and the obstacle of the major river between the garrisoned Stanegate
fort series and the new Wall frontier would give operational response problems when
compared to the central region of the Wall. However, while this does not appear to be an
attractive proposition to us, west of Birdoswald the Stanegate did run to the south of a river,
the Irthing. At the eastern end of the Wall, the Stanegate, if indeed it was built here, could
be between the river, the Tyne, and theWall. Evidence for this is yet to be confirmed. Selkirk
(2001, 259–260 & 270) did claim to have found it between Corbridge and Bywell on the Tyne,
and he did excavate a road surface on this route north of Bywell, but poor recording and
reporting has undermined his claim. The Northern Archaeology Group have also excavated
a road surface that could have been Roman just to the east of Bywell on the north bank of
the Tyne (Trow, 2019) but there is, as yet, no evidence of a continuation further east.

The Military Way RR86 was a later addition to the original Wall design, closely following the
Wall to its south between it and the large rearward earthwork, the Vallum. While there is no
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datable evidence the close association of the road to other Wall structures suggests it was
constructed when the Wall was recommissioned as the frontier on the abandonment of the
Antonine Wall in the mid second century at around AD160 (Armstrong 2021b, 39 - 45). The
Military Way linked together the forts with the milecastles and turrets providing an all-
weather communication and logistics route (ibid 46-50) replicating a Military Way that ran
behind the Antonine Wall, RR90, which operating experience must have found beneficial.
Access to the Military Way as originally conceived was only possible via gated and probably
monitored crossing points over the Vallum to the south of forts but the gradual enlargement
of vici associated with the forts overspilling what appears to have become a redundant
Vallum may eventually have offered uncontrolled access. Similarly, it appears that the
MilitaryWaywas constructed to link the turrets andmilecastles with the east and west gates
of forts suggesting that the original intent was that traffic would enter the Wall/Vallum
corridor at the gated Vallum crossing and be subject tomilitary security passing through the
fort before traversing laterally along the rear of the Wall. Evolution of the frontier,
development of the vici communities, and the declining role of the Vallum, suggest that civil
and commercial traffic may have eventually used the Military Way. In some places the
Military Way can be seen to provide a bypass route around a fort (see Fig. 7 at Great
Chesters). There is only one link road known to run south from the Military Way away from
the frontier zone, at Housesteads (see below, Fig. 5). This seems to confirm the Military
Way’s role is strongly associated with the linkage between the forts, milecastles and turrets.

THROUGH ROUTES

As suggested above, the two main routes linking the frontier with the province, Dere Street
(RR8) in the east and RR7 in the west approached and crossed over both the Stanegate road
and Hadrian’s Wall as they continued north. Dere Street looping through Corbridge appears
to be a development of an earlier more direct route, Proto Dere Street, RR8ee(x), that was
following a long-distance alignment through County Durham and Northumberland (Trow,
2021, 109-174 & Poulter, 2010, 33-48). How this early road interfaced with Hadrian’s Wall is
undetermined. Alternatively if the major hub at Corbridge had to be more substantially
linked into the road network, the construction of theWall blocking the through route would
make that segment of Proto Dere Street redundant.

In the west RR7 skirted around Carlisle, then crossed the river Eden before passing through
the Wall by a presumed but unknown and unlocated gateway. This led directly north into
Scotland with other branches north of Netherby (Ratledge, 2016) and into southwest
Scotland (Armstrong, 2021a, 320–4).

LINKAGE OF THEWALL FORTS INTO THE ROAD NETWORK

A number of Wall forts are known to have link roads running to the south. Some have been
established by traditional field archaeology but modern technology, lidar specifically has
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added to the totality of our picture of these links. We will examine them by running through
the Wall forts from east to west.

Wallsend

Constructed on the north bank of the Tyne around two miles from the mouth to the North
Sea, road links to the south are impractical. However, the fort may have been connected by
small craft to South Shields on the opposite bank of the estuary, and by sea-going vessels to
longer distance sea routes. The Military Way does leave the west gate of the fort heading
towards Newcastle so we can visualise this as a route from the time the Military Way was
constructed c.AD160. In addition, stumps of roads have been detected leaving other fort
gates through settlement buildings and enclosures on the north side of the Wall (Bidwell,
2019, 125). Whether these roads were short stumps serving only the immediate area with a
metalled surface in the intensely traversed part near the gate or did continue into the
hinterland is unknown.

Newcastle
The fort at Newcastle was added to the frontier in the late second or early third centuries
(Bidwell & Snape, 1994, 253) and it has been speculated that there may have been an earlier
fort on the southern Gateshead side of the river preceding the construction of the Newcastle
fort (ibid, 257). Cade’s Road, RR80b, terminated from the south here with a major bridge
crossing of the Tyne as implied by the Roman name Pons Aelius. Although the road and
bridgehead have not been explicitly located on the Gateshead bank of the river, the
approaching alignment of Cade’s Road and recorded settlement on that side at Bottle Bank
suggests that it was nearby (Lancaster University Archaeological Unit, 2003, 16 & 94 and
Oxford Archaeology North, 2007, 42).

The bridge over the River Tyne, probably named after Hadrian, suggests that this was
constructed as part of the Wall infrastructure. Some wooden piles recovered from the site of
the medieval bridge, located where the modern swing bridge now is, have been dated as
Roman confirming where the Roman crossing was (unpublished). One piece of dating
evidence is a relatively unworn silver denarius coin of Hadrian found on the surface of
Cade’s Road some miles to the south at Chester le Street (Archaeological Services, Durham
University, 2009, 8). One interpretation of this could be that the local road infrastructure
may not have been fully engineered until it was included as a part of the Wall construction
though alternatively the coin may have been randomly lost and remained undamaged from
traffic on a road that was built earlier.

Being largely under the medieval ‘new’ castle and modern city there has been little
opportunity to investigate the full Roman fort site and its associated settlement. Recent
development a little to the west of the fort, at Clavering Place (Archaeological Services
Durham University, 2016) revealed a north/south orientated road within a settlement area.
This may have been purely within the settlement linking to the fort west gate or it may have
formed part of a route from the bridgehead.
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Codrington (1903, 177) speculated upon but does not describe a road north from Newcastle
following the historic Great North Road, the A1, by marking it with a broken line on his map.
More recently Bishop (2014, 165 & 172) identified this route as being used by medieval
armies. Royal Itineraries suggest that it may have predated that era and could have a Roman
origin, although no evidence of a Roman road, nor an access gateway through the Wall, has
been found to confirm these suspicions. How the fort linked with the Military Way is
unknown.

Benwell
Recent excavation has shown that the Military Way is aligned towards the minor west gate
of the fort (Vindomora Solutions, 2017 & Hodgson, forthcoming) and it is expected that it
continued eastwards from the fort to Newcastle.

Benwell was linked to the south by a road passing through the Vallum over an uncut
causeway over the Vallum ditch with a monumental gateway (Birley, Brewis, & Charlton,
1934, 176-184). Gates and causeways such as these, that have also been found at other Wall
forts, suggest at least initially as part of the original design intent, that access into the Wall/
Vallum area was monitored/controlled and subject to military security. An extensive civil
settlement is known to continue to the south of the fort (Rushworth, 2019a, 136-9) and there
has been a suggestion that the road from the fort linked into an east/west orientated road
(Bidwell & Holbrook, 1989, 153). Whether this is the elusive eastern Stanegate, a link road to
the bridgehead at Newcastle or simply a local road within the settlement, is undetermined.

Recent pre-development work to the north of the fort has uncovered a road of two phases
on slightly different alignments running north, presumably from the fort north gate (Town,
2019, 134 - 6) as well as a local east west road across it. This is within what appears to be a
settlement and enclosure area on the north side of the Wall. As at Wallsend, it is not known
how far the north road progressed, and whether it served only the local settlement or went
further as a route.

Rudchester
Little is known about this fort site and link roads. Our understanding of the layout of the
internal buildings largely comes from Parker Brewis’s work of almost 100 years ago (Parker
Brewis, 1925, 93 - 120). An analytical field survey of the site showed the extent and area of
settlement (Bowden & Blood, 1991, 25-31). The course of the Military Way was also noted in
this approaching the fort’s minor west gate on a causeway over the vestiges of the west
ditch. No structure or layout of the vicus could be determined in the survey with the
suspicion that much of it lay underneath the modern farm buildings. It is presumed that the
Military Way linked into the fort’s east gate but details have not been determined. There is
no apparent evidence of a link road to the south in lidar. Identifying such a road could lead
to locating the presumed Stanegate eastern extension.

Selkirk (2001, 247-251) did speculate that a long straight modern road alignment heading 20
miles north from the Wall to Rothley from just to the west of Rudchester could be a Roman
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road. It seems to have the potential of having Roman engineering and alignment but is
unproven as a Roman road, and how such a roadmight have passed through theWall linking
into a network to the south is unclear. Rudchester, like some other forts, does prompt the
question that if there are no road links other than the Military Way, how did the fort
communicate before that was constructed? It suggests that there are links and we just
haven’t yet found them.

Halton Chesters
Geophysics at Halton Chesters shows a road running south from the fort through a civil
settlement (Taylor, Robinson & Biggins, 2000, 37–46) though it is unclear if this served only
the settlement or continued further to the south, with no further evidence apparent in lidar.
The survey also showed the Military Way linking into the minor east and west gates
confirming the parch marks seen in aerial photographs.

Aerial photographs of the fort site revealed a road leading out of the north gate before
forking to the north-west and north-east, with both legs then rapidly fading. These could
have been local stumps or links to the major through routes just to the north (Birley, 1961,
172).

As mentioned above, the long-distance alignment, Proto Dere Street, RR8ee(x), passes
through the Wall just to the east of Halton Chesters (Trow 2021, 170). It has been speculated,
without any dating evidence, that the fort site may have predated construction of the Wall,
being an early roadside fort on this route. Construction of theWall may have resulted in this
segment of Proto Dere Street being abandoned and replaced by the substantive Dere Street
route looping through Corbridge.

Role of Corbridge
Corbridge formed a hub at the eastern end of the Wall frontier. It is known to have been a
multiple period fort site with an extensive town that had two early third century military
compounds at its centre (Bishop & Dore, 1988, 3). It is believed that the Stanegate, RR85,
reached at least Corbridge, forming the main west/east street, even if it went no further
than the town. The ongoing military presence with the forts and compounds suggests either
a command/HQ function for the Wall and/or a rearward depot for logistical supplies and
communications. As well as RR8, Dere Street, to the north and south a road, RR840(x), is
known to pass from the southern end of the Tyne bridge to Whitley Castle, on the Maidens
Way in Allendale (Toller & Haken, 2017, and Green & Finch, 2016).

Portgate
Dere Street from Corbridge is known (Charlesworth, 1967, 208) to pass through the Wall at
Portgate by a fortified gateway heading north through Northumberland and into Scotland
predominantly under what is now the A68. How the road crossed the Vallum and how the
junction with the Military Way was made are undetermined.
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Chesters
A link road, RRX056, is known heading south from Chesters (MacLauchlan, 1858, 27 - 8, &
Clayton, 1882, 217) on the west bank of the Tyne from the fort gate (Fig. 2). This appears to
be heading towards the Stanegate at Fourstones to the south-west but there is no clarity of

its route beyond Clayton’s excavation. Recent lidar work (Ratledge, 2022, 14-19) has
suggested that there may be a link road from the eastern end of the Wall bridge crossing the
Tyne that progressed south predominantly under the modern road through Wall Village to
re-join or continue the Stanegate towards Corbridge. The Chesters bridge was initially
constructed to a narrow width, carrying just the wall (Bidwell & Holbrook, 1989, 12–13 &
Figure 11). Rebuilt on a much grander and substantial scale, it later included a roadway over
the river (ibid, 44–47 plus Figures 36 & 37). This rebuilding, dated to c.AD160 (Bidwell, 1999,
119-20) may have been to give continuity to the Military Way behind the Wall as the ramp

Fig.2, Link road from Chesters fort to the Stanegate with potential Stanegate routes crossing the North Tyne to
continue on to Corbridge, developed from Ratledge 2022. Stanegate and link road in solid red, Hadrian’s Wall in
blue, Potential Stanegate route in dotted red with an alternative route in blue dotted. Map data © OpenStreetMap

Contributors 2020, made available here under the Open Database License (ODbL) v1.0
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at the west end does seem to align to the minor east fort gate. Alternatively it may have also
facilitated a reliable all weather crossing for the Stanegate of this significant river, which is
still notorious for its rapid rising and spates. Even though the west ramp from the bridge
seems aligned on the fort rather than into the vicus, it could have connected to the link
found by Clayton and, with some bypassing of the fort through the vicus, meet up with the
Military Way to form the Stanegate route across the river.

Other work (Wright, 1936, 199 - 206 & Sockett, 1973, 241-3) seems to suggest an alternative
or parallel route with the Stanegate passing to the north ofWarden Hill from Fourstones and
heading towards the river opposite Wall village. Yet another route heads around the south
of Warden Hill towards Howford (Poulter/Ratledge forthcoming) on the bank of the Tyne
with further lidar indications and temporary camps seen in aerial photographs on the east
bank (Northumberland HER refs N8560, N23927 & N23928). Howford is known as a historical
fording point of the river up to relatively modern times. None of these three routes has been
confirmed right through but if they are present they could be sequential to each other, the
bridge crossing point beingmade to eradicate the uncertainty of being able to cross the river
at Howford and/or opposite Wall village.

Carrawburgh

Other than the Military Way which can be seen aligning with the fort’s east and west gates,
there are no known road connections from the fort. However, unpublished work by Snape
commissioned by English Heritage, (Snape, 1994, 34 & Figs 4 & 6) has suggested that a public
footpath from Newbrough to Carrawburgh could have a Roman origin. Historical mapping
suggests this directly laid out route has been a drove way and as the apparent destination is
an otherwise unsettled location by Carrawburgh fort that this potentially could be a Roman
road. Aerial views and lidar do not give any further support but the directness of the route
does have the potential to be a Roman road linking the fort, or the milecastle just to the east
of it, to the Stanegate.

Housesteads

The fort sits on a high hill making road access steep and difficult. MacLauchlan (1858, 39–40
and map sheet 3) identified a road leading south-east, and recent lidar work , Fig. 3,
(Armstrong, 2021a, 349-350) has confirmed that the road is there linking to the Stanegate,
70m west of the modern crossroads at Grindon. This road, RRX038 in the OS series, is now
numbered RR854(x) in the Margary series. From the Stanegate junction it ran to the north-
west, then turning west with a direct alignment (Fig. 4) passing the north side of Lady Shield
Wood, Beamwham to Grindon Mill Hills. The last clear lidar indication is at New Beggar Bog
just by the modern B6318, the Military Road. The final run into Housesteads is not so
obvious. MacLauchlan mapped it as present on the north side of the hill where the visitor’s
centre is situated that is still clear as a terrace way. It then follows what is now the visitors
path up to the fort, and finally up the very steep main street of the vicus to the fort south
gate. This street is known to lead directly from the fort south gate to the Vallum causeway
crossing (Birley & Charlton, 1934, 186-7) comparable to other Wall forts as the original
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access way over the Vallum that link roads could have aligned towards. The vicus street has
an unusual construction reflecting the steepness of the incline, being ‘divided into two parts,
a carriage-way ten feet wide, sloping evenly, and on its west side a footpath five feet wide, stepped
down at intervals of four feet’ (ibid, 186). MacLauchlan’s route is quite circuitous from New
Beggar Bog to the fort and other than aligning onto the vicus street and Vallum crossing,
there is no strong evidence in lidar or on the ground that this is the completion of the
Roman route. Pre-construction excavation (Rushworth, 2019b, 15–30) in advance of an
extension of the visitor’s centre revealed a road surface in a roughly south east to north west
orientation that could be construed as linking the clear segment of the road at New Beggar
Bog towards the fort. Rushworth, who comprehensively analysed all the potential road

Fig. 4, Lidar of the Roman road RR854(x) passing to the north side of Lady Shield Wood, Beamwham to New
Beggar Bog at the left, west end of the image just by the Modern B6318 which can be seen in the top left hand
corner of the image. The Housesteads car park and Visitor Centre is just off the bottom left corner of the image.

Lidar data is Open Government licence v3.0 unless otherwise stated © Crown Copyright 2020

Fig. 3, Link road from Housesteads joining the Stanegate 70m west of the modern crossroads at Grindon Hill
Farm. Lidar data is Open Government licence v3.0 unless otherwise stated © Crown Copyright 2020
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routes around the fort (ibid, 37-43), went on to consider if a terrace way continuing this
alignment could have turned skirting around to the west and linked to the vicus street
achieving a more graded approach. A possible alternative route into the fort could have
been by the road known to branch from the Military Way just to the east of Housesteads and
the Knag Burn valley (Dornier & Rainbird, 1968, 3 and Armstrong, 2021b, 29 – 30, Figs 20 &
21), (Fig. 5). This clearly runs towards the Vallum and may have crossed it to link with
MacLauchlan’s road near New Beggar Bog though this is not obvious in lidar nor on the
ground. This route has the advantage of having quite a gradual graded approach to the fort
and it may be no coincidence that the east gate thresholds were the most rutted of the fort’s
four gates ‘Only the east gate shows evidence for the use of wheeled traffic’ (Rushworth, 2009, 217).
Rushworth, however, also went on to make the point that the full height of the gate
thresholds effectively inhibits wheeled traffic from passing and that the apparent rutting
may have been worked in to allow passage. But even so; the same conclusion is reached, that
the east gate was engineered to take wheeled traffic whereas the others were unfavourable.

MacLauchlan sought but didn’t find (1858, 40) a road link to Vindolanda on the Stanegate,
some two miles to the south west of Housesteads that Horsley had drawn into his map
(Horsley, 1732, between p156 & 7). This is surprising as part of the road link must have been
visible then as it is now as a hillside terrace climbing the north side of Grandy’s Knowe.
Tangible existence of the route was detailed by Eric Birley (1961, 146) who noticed that
Housesteads vicus street plan had one building outside the south gate with a bevelled corner
reflecting the significance of the street/road heading in a south western direction. This is
then overlain by themodern farm road that zig zags through the crest of a small ridge where
the Roman road can be seen on the ground and on lidar to leave the farm road, continuing
on to resume the same general south westerly direction via a terraceway over the next crest
at Deafley Rigg. On the south of the B6318 Military Road lidar shows (Armstrong, 2021a, 350-
1), Fig. 6, that the road continues the same alignment down the slope before turning

Fig. 5, Link road from theMilitaryWay near Housesteads fort towards the Vallum. Lidar data is Open Government
licence v3.0 unless otherwise stated © Crown Copyright 2020
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Fig. 6, The course of RR855(x) between Housesteads to the north east and Vindolanda to the
south west showing the probable course across the Military Road B6318 and the possible
onwards course towards Crindledykes. Lidar data is Open Government licence v3.0 unless

otherwise stated © Crown Copyright 2020
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southwards in the bottom of the valley to connect to the base of a rushy terraced incline up
the north side of Grandy’s Knowe. There are some slight lidar indications that the road took
another turn to the south on reaching the crest but then the rough broken ground makes
further tracing of the route difficult. A series of what may be cuttings in a roughly north
south orientation could be the onwards route making a junction with the Stanegate near
Crindledykes farm, where a cluster of milestones have been found (Collingwood Bruce, 1884,
130) that perhaps marked this junction. This road, listed as RRX038 by the OS, has now been
added to the Margary series, numbered RR855(x). One unresolved issue with this link road is
that it would have crossed the Vallum away from the known Vallum crossing point. Maybe
there was a second crossing point for this road or it was a later construction over the Vallum
when the original purpose of the Vallum had become obsolete. However, with both forts
having been concurrently garrisoned from the Hadrianic period onwards it seems a more
likely scenario that a road was an early construction to link the forts. Traffic using this link
road from Vindolanda could also avoid the steep via principalis through the fort’s south gate
by skirting round the fort through the fairly graded vicus streets to the east gate as suggested
by Rushworth (2009, 244).

A ramp, removed by Victorian antiquarians, originally ran out of the fort’s north gate
towards the north-east (Crow, 1988, 63), but there is no indication of an engineered road
heading north. Owing to the steep approach up the ramp to the north gate, it may have been
functionally replaced by the east gate and access via the Knag Burn gateway (Rushworth,
2009, 294).

The Military Way does enter the west gate of the fort along relatively level ground but
inclines further to the west would make it difficult for any wheeled traffic to progress far in
this direction. Similarly, the south gate from the steep fort via principalis opens onto the
equally steep street down through the vicus which would be as difficult for traffic to make
the ascent or descent. The Military Way leaves the east gate descending down into the Knag
Burn valley and the known early fourth century gateway (Rushworth, 2009, 262) through the
Wall before progressing further eastwards. As above, there have been suggestions that there
may have been a bypass loop around the fort through the vicus streets that links the Military
Way on both sides. This would have allowed through traffic to avoid the control andmilitary
security that would have been in place for those entering or leaving the fort.

The evidence suggests that Housesteads was linked to the Stanegate by at least two routes,
RR854(x) to the south east and RR855(x) to the south west towards Vindolanda. The slopes
around the high position of the fort and evidence from the structures of the gateways
suggest that wheeled traffic predominantly utilised the east gateway of the fort. In addition,
theMilitaryWay and the link to Vindolandamay have utilised a bypass loop through the vicus
streets, if not by original design, by eventual custom and practice to avoid traversing the
fort.

Great Chesters

Great Chesters fort is linked to the Stanegate by a short length of road that forms the current
farm track to Great Chesters farm. This route is confirmed, not only by the straight
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alignments that make it up but by it passing through a previously excavated Vallum crossing
(Heywood & Breeze, 2010, 1-7). Lidar clearly shows the Military Way connecting in to the
east and west fort gates but also shows a possible bypass road (Fig.7) from the vicusmeeting
up to the Military Way to the east of the fort (Armstrong 2021b, 30, Fig. 22). This could be for
through traffic to bypass the military security and tight turns around buildings within the
fort. Other Wall forts could have had similar practical arrangements with bypasses through
vicus streets with extending branches of road to join up to the Military Way on either side of
the fort.

Fig. 7, Link road from Great Chestsers fort to the Stanegate with a possible bypass road from the vicus to the
eastern branch of the Military Way from the fort. Lidar data is Open Government licence v3.0 unless otherwise

stated © Crown Copyright 2020
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Carvoran

This is a fort that doesn’t follow the norm of others being set back from the Wall and not
built into it. It is built at the junction of the Stanegate RR85 and the Maidens Way RR84 that
ran north from Kirkby Thore past Whitley Castle to Carvoran. Just to add to this the Vallum
makes an unexplained loop up towards the Wall as if it were being built around an earlier
fort or obstacle that has so far eluded detection. Clearly the Stanegate and the Maiden Way
formed the major communication links for Carvoran but it appears that the Military Way
remained between the Wall and the Vallum. Geophysics of the site (Biggins & Taylor, 2016,
17-36) has shown the layout of the vicuswith the junction of the two significant roads. What
is not obvious are any links from the site through the Vallum between it and the Wall. Logic
again suggests that the links will be there for operational purposes and await discovery.

Another possibility fitting with the conscious exclusion of the fort from the Wall/Vallum
zone is that it formed a hub at the north end of the Maidens Way in a similar role to those at
Corbridge and Carlisle. Geophysics has shown there was a large settlement around the fort
at the road junction and this may have contained military HQ and workshop facilities
supporting the Wall garrisons in the area.

Birdoswald

Like Housesteads, Birdoswald occupies an escarpment that introduces connectivity
problems. The Irthing flowing in a steep sided valley to the east, south and west of the fort
site is still eroding into the escarpment as it probably has been since Roman times making
the locating of routes up to the fort more difficult.

One route that we can be certain of is RR865 which leaves the fort north gate heading north
west to Bewcastle. The initial part of the route has puzzled archaeologists: the alignment
further out from the fort is aligned exactly on the north gate but despite being mapped to
there by the OS there were no traces of the road on the ground immediately north of the
fort. David Ratledge solved this problem with lidar (Ratledge, 2021, 1 – 14), the road heading
from the gate initially to the north east to avoid a boggy area before taking up the direct
alignment. This initial course of the road is also visible from two geophysics campaigns over
the Birdoswald site (Biggins & Taylor, 1999, 91-110 and 2004, 159–178).

The geophysics confirmed the course of the Military Way westwards from Birdoswald with
vicus buildings either side as well as the link towards milecastle 49 at Harrow’s Scar to the
east similarly lined with buildings. What is not clear, with the erosion of the Harrow’s Scar
valley side from the Irthing, is how theMilitaryWay descended the steep incline and crossed
the river. The Vallum is known to stop at the top of the slope so a zig zag down for the
MilitaryWay seems viable descending what would have been a lesser incline than it is today.
Prior to the Wall bridge being reconstructed in the early third century with a roadway
(Bidwell & Holbrook, 1989, 96), the crossing point is unknown. This date does not align with
the construction of the similar roadway bridge at Chesters that is presumed to facilitate a
river crossing for theMilitaryWay. If the MilitaryWay was indeed constructed c.AD160 then
there must have been another crossing in this area for it, perhaps combined with the main
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access into the fort from the east and/or south (ibid, 94–5). The course of the Military Way
approaching the east bank of the river is unknown to help us in this. The Vallum may also
terminate at the head of the east slope as well as on the west being unobvious to us due to it
now being concealed under Willowford Farm. Such a route for the Military Way would not
be leaving the Wall/Vallum corridor, something that it is not known to do anywhere else.

Birdoswald fort must have had an approach road from the south edge of the escarpment as
a Vallum causeway has been excavated (Simpson & Richmond, 1933, 247–252) opposite the
south gate. No road is obvious in the excavation or the geophysics in either direction from
it and the descent from the escarpment has been eroded away but further vicus buildings
and a bath house are anticipated to lie in the river valley (Biggins & Taylor, 2004, 173).
MacLauchlan (1858) did indicate a supposed road from the minor east gate descending into
the valley but this route has had no support since.

David Ratledge has proposed a link road from Birdoswald to the south west towards the
Stanegate at Nether Denton (Ratledge, 2020a). The start of this has disappeared over the
eroding edge of the escarpment but a plausible line continues down the shoulder into the
river valley to its base leading towards Nether Denton (Fig. 8).

Castlesteads

This is an enigmatic site that little is known about not being built into the linear Wall
structure, and set back some distance. It is nevertheless regarded as a Wall fort, as the

Fig. 8, Lidar image, courtesy of David Ratledge,showing a potential link from Birdoswald to Nether Denton. Lidar
data is Open Government licence v3.0 unless otherwise stated © Crown Copyright 2020
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Vallum detours from following the course of the Wall to encompass the site. Similarly, there
is little knowledge of its connections into the road network which have also been hampered
by severe erosion on the north side of the site. Geophysics, (Biggins and Taylor, 2007, 20) has
shown that there was a link road from what may have been a vallum crossing to the fort
towards the south west directly aligned to Brampton Old Church fort on the Stanegate. A
branch off this close in to Castlesteads that may be another link to the Stanegate further to
the east. There was also a suggestion of a link road towards the north east towards the Wall.
Lidar and aerial photography do not offer any further clues to the onwards course of these
roads but they seem to be present awaiting further discovery. How the Military Way
connected with the fort is unknown. Did it loop to the fort like other Wall forts or continue
to serve the milecastles and turrets with perhaps a connecting branch?

Stanwix

Urban development mostly overlies the site and environs of the Stanwix fort limiting our
knowledge of its layout and connections. As the base of the Ala Petriania, the largest andmost
prestigious unit stationed on Hadrian’s Wall, this would have been a significant site and it
has been suggested that the commanding officer would have the seniority to be the overall
commander of the Wall defences, but this has been refuted (Breeze & Dobson, 1987, 52).
Nonetheless, strong communication links would have been important. In this it is aided by
the close proximity of the Roman hub of Carlisle and the close proximity of the Stanegate
RR85b. Also the main north/south through route RR7 that would have passed through the
Wall just to the west of Stanwix fort with a surmised gateway arrangement comparable to
the Portgate for Dere Street RR8 on the eastern side of the frontier.

It is thought that the Military Way linked the fort to the north east but how it continued to
the west is unknown. It may have crossed the River Eden with aWall bridge of similar design
to the Chesters bridge or it may have utilised the bridge for RR7 leaving the Wall/Vallum
corridor and re-entering on the west bank – but the Military Way is not known to leave this
corridor at any other point. Recent excavation work (forthcoming) on the large bath
complex on Carlisle Cricket Club’s grounds to the south west of the fort has also revealed a
substantial east/west road, but how this relates to the Wall and connections is yet to be
determined. However, past these perceptions, nothing is known about linking roads
connecting the fort.

Role of Carlisle

While not part of the linear frontier, Carlisle would have been a significant location
supporting it. Occupied AD72/73 (Zant, 2009, 29) as part of the conquest of the north the
town grew around the military establishment and eventually become the civil capital of the
area (Mattingley, 2006, 263).

A series of forts were garrisoned from AD72/73 and there is a suggestion that the nature of
the occupation may have changed to a works depot when the Wall and Stanwix fort were
constructed in the Hadrianic era (Zant, 2009, 29). Reduced occupation occurred in the mid
second century perhaps when the frontier moved forward to the Antonine Wall. The fort
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was extensively rebuilt in the early third century and garrisoned by detachments from two
of the legions. Occupation continued to the end of Roman Britain and probably beyond with
some evidence from within the fort that it may have become a market place in the fourth
century (ibid, 31).

A number of roads radiate from Carlisle (Fig. 9). The military site was just south of the
medieval castle whereas the civil town was further to the south of this. The routes radiate
away seemingly all sighted on the centre of the town or a natural feature within it. The main
through route south to north is RR7e from Brougham and Kirkby Thore to the south beneath
the modern A6 that links to the cross country RR82 to Scotch Corner. This road skirts to the
east of the town and continues north as RR7f. The River Eden has moved north since Roman
times and the bridging site was slightly south of the current bridge taking RR7f northwards.
A branch on the north side of the river crossing connected the Stanegate RR85b linking to
Corbridge in the east. Other roads radiate outwards: the western Stanegate, RR85c(x),
towards Kirkbride, to the southwest RR75 runs to Old Carlisle and onto Papcastle. An
alternative second parallel Stanegate route, RR85bb(x), heads east out of Carlisle to cross the
Eden near Warwick Bridge.

Fig. 9, Roads radiating from Carlisle following David Ratledge after Breeze. Roads in red and surmised route of
Hadrian’s Wall in blue. Map data © OpenStreetMap Contributors 2020, made available here under the Open

Database License (ODbL) v1.0
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Burgh by Sands

Burgh has a succession of forts and the earlier of these (Burgh 1) to the southwest of the
modern village and Hadrian’s wall line appears to have been part of the Stanegate frontier
to the west of Carlisle. Work by Ratledge (2020b, 37-64) , Fig. 10, has plotted a route,
RR858(x), from the Wall fort (Burgh 2) past the earlier Burgh 1 fort and onwards to link with
the western Stanegate RR85c(x). Pre-construction excavation on the west side of Amberfield
Road has revealed the structure of this road and confirmed the lidar indication (Paul

Hickman, personal communication Fig. 11). We should not forget that this area formed a
convenient route into Scotland across the Firth sands at low tide. It remains crossable with
knowledge and care following the invasion route of medieval armies. King Edward I died at
Burgh in 1307 as commemorated by a column, while preparing with his army to cross over
into Scotland. Roman forts and temporary camps on the north side of the Firth may indicate
that the Romans also used this route perhaps adding more significance to the road links
behind Hadrian’s Wall.

Fig. 10, Link road RR858(x) between Burgh fort and the Western Stanegate RR85c(x) courtesy of David Ratledge.
Lidar data is Open Government licence v3.0 unless otherwise stated © Crown Copyright 2020
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Drumburgh

Drumburgh, one of the smaller Wall forts, is located on a small hillock on the edge of the
Solway Firth with the flat Drumburgh moss to the south. Bellhouse (1952, 4 -5) proposed a
road linking this fort to the newly discovered fort at Kirkbride and on that basis Margary
allocated to it the road number RR869. More recent work (Ratledge, 2017, 1-22) through lidar
has confirmed that Kirkbride is linked to Carlisle by a road RR85c(x) and formed a hub at this
end of the frontier (Fig. 12). Ratledge (2020b, 37-64) confirmed the route from Drumburgh to
Kirkbride through lidar adding the completion of Bellhouse’s route into Drumburgh and a

Fig. 12, Link road RR869 to Drumburgh fort. A possible second link to the Western Stanegate at Fingland Rigg
shown dotted. Hadrian’sWall in blue and fort in red. Lidar data is Open Government licence v3.0 unless otherwise

Fig. 11, Road south of Burgh excavated in 2019. Image courtesy of Paul Hickman.
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slight correction at the Kirkbride end leading to a River Wampool crossing. This route
utilised what little elevated ground there was, avoiding, when possible, the lower lying
soggy moss. Lidar also suggests there may be another link due south from Drumburgh
possibly making a junction with RR85c(x) at Fingland Rigg though only the first 500m or so

Fig. 13, Link road RR755(x) from Kirkbride to Bowness on Solway, courtesy of David Ratledge. Lidar data is Open
Government licence v3.0 unless otherwise stated (c) Crown Copyright 2020.
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south from Drumburgh has a clear indication of what appears to be an agger before
disappearing into the moss.

Bowness on Solway

Bowness on Solway was linked to Kirkbride to the south by a continuation of the RR755(x)
Old Carlisle to Kirkbride road that skirts round the west side of Kirkbride (Fig. 13) before
following the elevated ground to Bowness on Solway (Ratledge, 2020b, 37 - 64). It remains
unclear if a road continued westwards from the fort along the line of the coastal defences
and such a route would have the significant Wampool estuary to cross or skirt round,
presuming the shoreline was similar to that of today. It is likely that communication with
the closer parts would necessitate this, so far undetected, continuation of the Military Way
but communication with the further parts of this coastal defence string was probably via the
link to Kirkbride and then out to the coastal installations.

SUMMARY

What can we infer from this information? It is clear from the number and orientation of link
roads that the Wall forts had strong road connections to the Stanegate initially probably for
military communication and logistic purposes. These would also have become vital routes
for civil business traffic serving the large and bustling civil vicus settlements at the forts. Not
all Wall forts have link roads that are clear to us now. This seems more likely to be a gap in
our knowledge with more work to be done rather than evidence of no links as other forts did
have these, and they clearly served a purpose. The big conundrum in this is the existence, or
not, of an extension of the Stanegate to the east of Corbridge. Without clarity on this, any
assessment of how the network operated can only be supposition or flawed. Also, it has now
become apparent through recent work that several forts had settlements to their north,
beyond the Wall, with at least stumps of roads in that direction. Whether these stumps
served only as a hardstanding surface close to the gateway for the funnelled local traffic or
the roads projected further north as a through route is yet to be determined.

Hadrian’sWall remains the subject of much research. Details of the supporting road network
and how it operated still possess many undetermined aspects for future research.
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